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The delicate, bony wings of a bat were wedged between two 

segments of the mosquito net in the roofing of the 

outhouse, its body in rictus, its tiny mouth open in 

fanged protest against death.  

 The bats swooped through at nightfall just as it got 

dark. Itzel wondered if they made a noise that she could 

not hear through her deafness; she imagined a sonic buzz 

underlying the heavy obscurity. It would be difficult to 

detect, but undeniably present once you knew it was 

there, like their black on black dives through the night. 

They always made a few hasty downwards arcs in the porch. 

If Itzel was sitting out there, the bats nearly hit her 

in the head. Then they went swiftly through the outhouse, 

rapidly dotting the floor and the furthest corners of the 

toilet with black shit that Itzel swept out after 

breakfast.  

 Today the bat caught in the net had clearly felt 

that strangeness and came through when it was still 

light. 
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 Exhaustion filled Itzel, and she sat down on the 

turquoise plastic chair and looked out on the remnants 

that attended the feathery weeds and sprouting vegetables 

of the back lot; on the rows of bony white seashells 

interrupted by the bright red carapaces of the lobsters 

they had eaten the night before.  

 She remembered the bent fingers, the ribbed scar on 

the forearm, the bulbous feet that turned out and the 

skinny calves. The beautiful face with the straight, wide 

nose and the downward-curving mouth split into the smile 

that brought it fully into the purity of childhood that 

tinged it even in anger. His flesh was her own. How was 

it possible that it might never be close again?  

 On the grey, mottled cement block of the water 

reservoir he had spray-painted the words Te Amo. 

 The emotion released into these words had pressed 

hard against the warm membranes that lined his chest. Why 

did anything press that hard?  

 The iridescent words lay out there alongside the 

shells and the small corpse above her head. They were 

relics of life and love that had shone unsteadily but 

determinedly, pushed on by a strong, regular heartbeat 

that was oblivious to the chaos around it.  

 She was relieved to see and be reminded as she moved 

around the house.
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 The pink concrete house was at the top of a small 

hill that was covered with tall, dry grass. Behind it, 

cacti rose to the sun, the needles pointed in a perpetual 

effort to protect. Next to the cacti was the softness of 

a rosy hibiscus feathering out and a blue metal pot he 

had planted with purple spikes edged in indigo.  

 In front of the house was a small shrine, edged in 

glittery Christmas tinsel. The neighbours placed lit 

candles into it during the night. The children clambered 

on its roof and tickled each other, stopping themselves 

from slipping down the incline of the roof by holding 

tightly onto the metal cross that rose above it.  

 A thick ribbon of ants swarmed over the sweet 

stickiness of the pink yoghurt containers and yellow-

labelled Victoria beer bottles that were left in the 

basin next to the shrine every night, when the villagers 

sat there gossiping and flirting. Itzel had sprayed the 

ants with poison and for a time they disappeared, only to 

return again.  

 In the depths of the night before she had been 

sitting out there, under the pinpricks of the stars, 

watching the hermit crabs nudge this way and that, 

inching away from the house and dashing to the edge of 

the road.
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 First an inoffensive nibble at the edges, nothing 

felt or visible. Then she felt the ants bite her with 

their cruel pincers. Her tender skin gathered up in pain. 

She stood up to go back into the house and shook her legs 

out. She thought that the flesh regained its shape more 

slowly than it had done before she came to Mexico. 

 She turned towards the house and saw a jerky motion 

at the edges of her vision, on the other side of the 

shrine. The gold corona around the Virgin of Guadalupe 

that lived serenely in the shrine shimmered under the 

light of the pearlescent moon; and the crinkly eyes of 

Eleuterio glinted from the back of the shrine. Itzel saw 

with a shock that he was intent on pushing his pale 

buttocks up against Angeles from next door. 

 Eleuterio’s daughter Mayra visited Itzel daily, 

gesturing with a forefinger against her palm that she 

wanted to write to her. Pardon me, please pardon me for 

interrupting you, she would write, this young girl with 

dirty bare feet and elegant manners. Itzel taped the 

notes to the walls of her bedroom and the words were a 

prayer that did not die. 
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 Mayra’s mother was a solid, round-faced woman with 

thin, long hair down to her waist and an immediate smile. 

She worked all day to feed her two children while 

Eleuterio sat at a restaurant by the water, watching the 

fishing boats coming in and out. 

 Feeling her eyes on him, Eleuterio put a forefinger 

to his lips; Itzel looked away sharply. 

 The next night he was there again at the back of the 

shrine with Angeles, winching himself between Angeles and 

Guadalupe on the other side. Itzel did not go outside at 

night any more; she did not want to see them. 

 But the secret followed her closely, nipping at her 

more cruelly than the ants had. Double speed, it 

intensified as the knowledge swelled into a protuberance 

inside of Itzel and started to pound with a heartbeat of 

its own. In the midst of dead things that Itzel wished to 

be alive was this pulsating secret that she wanted to 

shrivel away into nothingness. The secret scraped against 

Itzel’s insides and attempted to shatter her hush. 
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 She did not know why it affected her in this way. 

Surely nearly all of the villagers would shrug 

indifferently if she told them what she’d seen. It was 

life. That was all. But she was still folding herself in 

again after the jolt of veering suddenly from the Te Amo 

on the water reservoir out back, to her lover, the 

distance between them, and the husks covering the back 

yard. The tiny bat still hung in the net; Itzel could not 

bring herself to remove it or to ask anyone else to. 

 Its open mouth accused every time Itzel walked 

beneath it.  

 Mayra visited; with offerings of lustrous plastic 

beads that Itzel strung up in the house, or a drawing. 

They cooked together, Mayra’s favourite quesadillas with 

flour tortillas instead of the cheaper corn tortillas, or 

a carrot and cumin salad that Mayra nodded her approval 

of. She beckoned to Itzel and motioned with a hand 

clutching at her throat that the plants in the backyard 

were thirsty; shamefaced, Itzel watered them. Mayra 

looked at the bat with disgust, but did not offer to take 

it down as Itzel had secretly hoped she would. Sometimes 

she sat next to Itzel at the heavy wooden kitchen table. 

The fan went full blast through the heat, the layers of 

the multiple languages and understandings that separated 

them, and their shared all-knowing silence. They watched 

the villagers walk or drive by.  
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Itzel looked at her uplifted nose and bright, acute eyes 

and remembered the callousness of her father. Had it 

already polluted her? 

 As Itzel sipped her morning coffee by the kitchen 

window, the white breakers of the ocean crashing 

gleefully in front of her, she saw Eleuterio’s red and 

blue pickup truck drive by. Eleuterio was at the wheel 

with his wife next to him in the front seat. Mayra and 

her older, darker brother were in the back, their faces 

opened up by the wind. Their little white dog was in the 

pan of the truck with them, clutching the metal rim by 

its paws. 

 Angeles was swinging in the mint green hammock in 

front of Itzel’s house as she often did, her baby girl 

leaning back onto her mother’s chest.  

 Suddenly Mayra leapt from the back of the truck and 

a frenzy of arms and legs exploded in front of Itzel’s 

window, seizing Angeles in the hammock. The baby girl in 

her pink sweatsuit fell out onto the dirt, and Mayra 

leant down to pick her up with one arm and rub her back, 

as the hand of the other arm remained clenched onto 

Angeles’ throat.  

 And Eleuterio stayed in the truck, watching his 

daughter and his mistress. 
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 The limbs of the two bodies blurred and divided only 

to come together again into a contorted grimace. The 

wounds of two mouths opened, and Itzel remembered the bat 

and the awkward crook of her lover’s arms as he 

apologised in signs that Itzel longed to accept.  

 The secret inside of her laid down on its back and 

died slowly, like the cockroaches Itzel swept out from 

the corners of the house all day.  

 As her insides emptied of the noxious knowledge that 

had ballooned inside her, as did Angeles’ blood make a 

spreading red stain in the packed dirt in front of the 

house. Her twisted body slid from the hammock to rest 

next to the stain; she staggered to her feet, took her 

baby from Mayra, and made her way to her house next door, 

never looking at her lover.  

 For the first time that day, Mayra looked up at 

Itzel in the window. Her face was blank, and she brought 

her hand to her lips to blow Itzel her customary kiss 

before she ran back into the back of the truck. Her 

mother turned to shout unseen words at her as they sped 

off; Itzel watched as a new stratum came down onto the 

face of every person in the truck. 

 Guadalupe looked on at them all from her concrete 

platform in the shrine, unchanged.
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 Itzel turned to walk through the pink hall of the 

house to the back yard. There were the shells and the 

living plants. Now that the secret did not push so hard 

against her chest, she did not wish as fervently for the 

carapaces to come alive again.  

 But something wriggled in the net above her head, 

and she watched as the bat broke through the net and flew 

away into the day.  

 She lay in the red hammock and swung; she was still 

swinging when an hour later, her lover came to stand by 

her, words filling his hands, words come alive again like 

the bat. When she rested her head against his chest, she 

felt his heart beat strong and fast.  

 In the next door yard, Angeles also lay in her 

hammock, one eye swollen and grotesque, as grotesque as 

the memory of Mayra’s blank face.  

 

 


